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ABSTRACT 

Video clustering and indexing is significant in order to improve performance of video retrieval. Recently, few 

research works has been designed for video indexing and retrieval. In order to overcome such limitation, Spatio 

Temporal Feature Extraction Based VP-Tree Indexing (STFE-VI) technique is proposed. The main objective of 

STFE-VI technique is to achieve higher video retrieval rate with minimum time. Initially, STFE-VI technique 

performs spatio temporal feature extraction in which visual content of video features i.e. colour, texture; shape 

and motion video data set. After that, clustering process is accomplished in order to group the video clips visual 

contents. Next, STFE-VI technique employed VP tree for indexing the clustered video clips based features. 

Finally, STFE-VI technique carried outs video retrieval process that efficiently extracts more similarly videos 

based on user query. The performance of STFE-VI technique is measured in terms of parameters such as 

clustering time, clustering accuracy, true positive rate of video retrieval and video retrieval time. The 

experimental results demonstrate that STFE-VI technique is able to enhance the true positive rate of video 

retrieval process and also reduces the video retrieval time when compared to state-of-the-art works. 

Keywords— Spatio Temporal Features, videos, visual contents, VP tree, user query, indexing, 

clustering 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Discovering  and  retrieving  similar  videos  from  video  collections  is  a  significant  problem is to solved.  

Video retrieval is more essential when videos are generated at increasing rate.  Motivated by this challenge, 

many research works have been designed for video indexing and retrieving. However, performance of existing 

indexing and retrieving techniques was not sufficient to achieve higher true positive video retrieval rate. 

A new automatic keyframe extraction method was developed in [1] for video indexing and retrieval. But, video 

retrieval rate was not sufficient. Histogram clustering technique was designed in [2] for improving performance 

of video content retrieval in which the similarity parameter employed to cluster the video objects into different 

groups. However, video retrieval time was higher. 

Novel video retrieval architecture was presented in [3] in which the image query is given as input to videos 

database for retrieving video and improving retrieval scalability. However, performance of video retrieval was  
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not efficient. Content based video retrieval was performed in [4] by using Hadamard matrix and discrete wavelet 

transform and sparse representation to improve the accuracy of video retrieval rate. But, the true positive rate of 

video retrieval is not at required level. 

A sample-based hierarchical adaptive K-means clustering method was intended in [5] for performing large-scale 

video retrieval. This clustering method improves video retrieval rate and reduce the time complexity. However, 

video retrieval time was more. Visual Semantic Based 3D Video Retrieval technique was introduced in [6] 

Using Hadoop Distributed File System for clutering the video contents and to reduce time for video retrieval 

process.  Though, clustering accuracy was remained unsolved. 

A novel framework was designed in [7] for multimodal video indexing and retrieval through shrinkage 

optimized directed information assessment (SODA). However, this framework does not provide sufficient 

information for accurate indexing which lacks video retrieval rate and increases the retrieval time. An active 

learning approach was developed in [8] for improving the overall video indexing performance. 

Rebuilding Visual Vocabulary through Spatial-temporal Context Similarity was presented in [9] for Video 

Retrieval and to solve the OverQuantize problem. A novel framework was intended in [10] in which the video 

was first indexed according to temporal, textual, and visual features and followed by implicit user feedback 

analysis was realized with help of a graph-based methodology. But, precision and recall of video retrieval 

process was poor. 

In order to overcome the above mentioned existing limitations, Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction Based VP-

Tree Indexing (STFE-VI) technique is proposed. The STFE-VI technique is designed for improving video 

indexing and video retrieval process. 

The research objective of STFE-VI technique is formulated as follows, 

 To efficiently extract the different video features in data set, Spatio temporal feature extraction is performed 

in STFE-VI technique. 

 To improve the clustering accuracy with lower time, visual content clustering is used in STFE-VI technique.  

 To enhance the performance of video retrieval with minimum time, VP-tree indexing is carried out in STFE-

VI technique.  

The rest of the paper structured is as follows. In Section 2, the proposed STFE-VI is described with the help of 

neat architecture diagram. In Section 3, simulation environment is presented with exhaustive analysis of results 

explained in Section 4. In Section 5, summary of different video retrieval techniques are explained. The Section 

6 concludes the remarks are presented. 

 

1.1 SPATIO TEMPORAL FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED VP-TREE INDEXING TECHNIQUE 

The STFE-VI technique is designed to perform spatio temporal feature extraction based video indexing and video 

retrieval. Video Retrieval is a process of retrieving relevant videos based on user query. For an input user 

query , the probability of query being related with a given video data set is determined by 

using . Besides, video indexing is a process of storing videos in a sorted order of their 

features to provide easy way for searching video clips. The STFE-VI technique is used VP tree structure for  

indexing and retrieving the video clips. The overall architecture diagram of Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction 

Based VP-Tree Indexing technique is shown in below, 
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Fig.1 Architecture Diagram of Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction  

Based VP-Tree Indexing Technique 

As shown in Figure 1, STFE-VI technique initially takes UCF Sports Action Data Set as input. The video 

comprises many video frames. Next, Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction is carried out that extracts the visual 

features (i.e. color, texture; shape and motion) in video frames by using spatio temporal texture map. After that, 

video clustering process is carried out depends on their visual contents of video frames in given data set. This 

helps for improving the clustering accuracy and reducing clustering time in an effective manner. Then, STFE-VI 

technique is used VP-tree structure for indexing the clustered videos with respect to their visual contents of 

spatio temporal features. Finally, video retrieval process mines more similar videos related to the input user 

queries. Therefore, STFE-VI technique increases the true positive rate of video retrieval with lower time. The 

detailed explanation of STFE-VI technique is described in subsequent sections, 

 

1.1.1 Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction based Visual Content Clustering 
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Feature extraction process is significant to improve performance of video clustering and retrieval. The STFE-VI 

technique used spatio temporal texture map to extract spatial and temporal features of video frames with low 

computational complexity. Different interest events in videos are differentiated by motion variations of image 

structures over time.  

 

Fig.2. Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction 

Figure 2 shows the spatio temporal feature extraction process in videos. As shown in Figure 2, for an input 

video sequence , linear scale-space representation  is first constructed through the convolution of  with a 

3D Gaussian kernel which is formulated as, 

                                                     (1) 

From the equation (1),  and  represents the spatio variance and temporal variance of Gaussian kernel  

respectively. The spatio temporal Gaussian kernel is mathematically defined as below, 

                                    (2) 

From the equation (2),  and indicate  and  axes of frame form the input video  (i.e. spatio domain) and 

 refers the time axis (i.e. temporal domain). The distinct point is identified through considering a Gaussian 

window in the image and discovering the location in which Video  has significant changes of image intensity 

in space and time domains by shifting the window by a small amount in various directions. Such points are 

identified by convolution of a spatiotemporal second-moment matrix with a Gaussian weighting 

function . The second-moment matrix is a 3 × 3 matrix includes of first-order spatial and temporal 

derivatives which is mathematically represented as, 
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                                      (3) 

Thus,  and  denotes first order derivates which mathematically expressed as, 

                                                                  (4) 

                                                                 (5) 

                                                                  (6) 

From the equation (6), ,  and  is a constant. The large eigen values ,  and of 

second-moment matrix point outs existence of distinct points in . The variations of image intensity in 

spatiotemporal domain are then obtained by means of combining the determinant and the trace of  to construct 

the extended Harris corner function for the spatiotemporal domain which is formulated as, 

            (7) 

From the equation (7),  is a constant. The  function is then normalized to reduce the effect of illumination 

variations of the images. By using  as a texture map, the spatio temporal features of video frames are 

efficiently extracted.  

After extracting the features, video clustering process is carried out based on their visual contents (i.e. color, 

texture; shape and motion) of obtained spatio temporal features. The process of Spatio Temporal Feature 

Extraction based Visual Content Clustering is shown in below Figure 3. As demonstrated in Figure 3, the visual 

content clustering process initially takes UCF Sports Action Data Set and extracted spatio temporal features as 

input. 

 

Fig.3.Process of Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction based Visual Content Clustering 

 

Next, visual content cluster finds visual contents in extracted spatio temporal features of video frames and 

finally groups videos in dataset based on their visual contents. Therefore, STFE-VI technique improves the 

clustering accuracy and also reduces the clustering time of videos in a significant manner.  The algorithmic 

process of Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction based visual content clustering (STFE-VCC) is shown in below, 

// Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction based visual content clustering Algorithm 
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Input: Videos „ ‟, set of frames . 

Output: Improved clustering accuracy with lower time 

Step 1: Begin 

Step 2: For  each video  

Step 3: For each video frame  

Step 4: Construct linear scale-space representation  of the input video  of frame using (1) 

Step 5: Obtain Gaussian kernel using (2) 

Step 6: Compute the second-moment matrix using (3) 

Step 7: Measure the spatio temporal texture map H using (7) 

Step 8: Extract the spatio temporal features  

Step 9: Groups the videos in given data set based on their visual contents in extracted  

             spatio temporal features 

Step 10:Outputs clustered video clips 

Step 11:End for      

Step 12:End for 

Step 13:End     

 

Algorithm 1 Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction Based Visual Content Clustering  

 

As shown in Algorithm 1, STFE-VCC algorithm initially extracts spatio temporal features for each video frames 

in given videos by using texture map . After extracting the collection of features, clustering process is 

performed in order to group the videos in given data set based on the visual contents of spatio temporal features. 

This in turn assists for enhancing the clustering accuracy and reducing the clustering time.  

 

1.1.2 VP-tree for Video Indexing  

The STFE-VI technique used VP-tree for indexing the clustered videos based on their visual contents of spatio 

temporal features in video. In VP-tree, the storing of video object is represented by a circle. Each node of VP 

tree comprises an input point and a radius. All the left children of a given node are positioned inside the circle 

and all the right children of a given node are positioned in outside of the circle. The tree itself does not want to 

know any other information regarding what is being stored. All it requires is the distance function which fulfils 

the properties of the metric space. Let consider a circle with a radius. The left children are all placed within the 

circle and the right children are placed outside the circle as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_%28computer_science%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_%28data_structure%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_%28computer_science%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_%28computer_science%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_%28data_structure%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Metric_space
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Fig.4. Way of Storing Video Objects In Vantage-Point Tree 

Let consider a clustered data set  that consist of video objects. For each node in the tree, a video object is 

elected to be the vantage point by using a Vantage Point Selection. Let considered video is selected for the root 

node is  and μ be the median of the distance values of all the other video objects in with respect to  and  

is divided into two subsets of approximately equal sizes as  and which is mathematically formulated as 

follows, 

                                                          (8) 

                                                          (9) 

From the equation (8) and (9), d(v,VP) epresents the distance among the video objects v and VP. The node 

partitioning concepts of Vantage Point Tree is shown in below Figure 5. 

 

 

Fig.5. Structure of Node Partitioning for Vantage-Point Tree 

This partitioning concept is then applied to nodes  and recursively. Each subset such as and , 

corresponds to one node of the VP-tree. For each node, a distinct vantage point is selected to store the video 

object in the consequent subset. VP-tree stores numerous video objects at one leaf node. Finally, the whole 

clustered video objects are sorted out as a balanced tree as in other spatial index structures.  

The structure of a VP-tree is very simple in which each node is of the form (VP, MD, , ). Here  

denotes the vantage point and  refers to the median distance among all the video objects indexed below that 

node whereas  and  are pointers to the left and right branches. Left branch of the node indexes the 
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video objects whose distances from  are less than or equal to . Subsequently, right branch of the node 

indexes the video objects whose distances from  are greater than or equal to . In leaf nodes, instead of 

pointers to the left and right branches, references to the video objects are kept. The median distance between the 

vantage point and the video object  is determined by using following mathematical formula, 

                                   (10) 

From the equation (10), median distance is measured. Given a data set of clustered  video 

objects , and a median distance function , a VP tree is constructed by using 

the following algorithmic process, 

 

// VP tree based Video Indexing Algorithm 

Input: Clustered  video objects  

Output: Create VP tree for Indexing of Video objects  

Step 1:  Begin  

Step 2:  if |V|=0, then construct a empty tree 

Step 3:  M = median of { ) | } 

Step 3:  For each clustered video object  

Step 4:  Randomly select vantage point  form a data set 

Step 5:  Measure distance from the vantage point to the video object  using (10) 

Step 5:  Calculate the mean and variance of these distances  

Step 6:  if , then 

Step 7:  video object  is stored in left branch of the tree 

Step 8:  else if   , then 

Step 9:  video object  is stored in right branch of the tree 

Step 10:end if    

Step 11:end if 

Step 12:End for   

Step 13:End              

 

Algorithm 2 VP tree based Video Indexing Algorithm 

By using the above algorithmic process, clustered video clips are efficiently stored in VP tree structure based on 

their visual features. This in turn helps for enhancing the true positive rate of video retrieval with reduced 

retrieval time. 

 

1.2 Video Retrieval 
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Video retrieval is a process of retrieving relevant videos from the video data base based on user query. For 

retrieving the videos, initially user query is given as input. After that, the user queried videos are searched and 

outputs to the corresponding user. The process of Video retrieval is shown in below Figure 6. 

 

Fig.6.Video retrieval processes 

Figure 6 demonstrates block diagram of video retrieval process. For a given user query , the set of video 

objects that are within distance  of  are retrieved using the search algorithm given below, 

// Video Retrieval Algorithm 

Input: User query , r is query range, VP is a vantage point of a node that   

visit during the search, and  is the median distance value for the same node 

Output: Improved True Positive Rate of Video Retrieval with lower time 

Step 1:  Begin 

Step 2:  For each User query  

Step 3:  If , then the vantage point at the root 

Step 4:  If , then  

Step 5:  Search the right branch of tree 

Step 6:  Else if , then  

Step 7:  Search the left branch of tree 

Step 8:  End if     

Step 9:  End if     

Step 10:If both search conditions are satisfied, then 

Step 11:both branches of tree is searched for retrieving user queried video objects 

Step 12:outputs the searched videos to the user  
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Step 12:End if 

Step 13:End for  

 

Algorithm 3 Video Retrieval Algorithm 

By using the above algorithmic process, STFE-VI technique efficiently retrieves video clips from the VP tree 

indexing based on user query. Therefore, STFE-VI technique increases the true positive rate of video retrieval 

and reduces the video retrieve time in an effectual manner. 

 

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS 

The Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction Based VP-Tree Indexing (STFE-VI) technique is implemented in Java 

Language with aid of UCF Sports Action Data Set. The UCF Sports dataset includes of a set of actions collected 

from a different of sports. The UCF Sports Action dataset comprises 150 sequences with the resolution of 720 x 

480. The UCF Sports Action Data Set contains 10 diverse actions of videos. The effectiveness of STFE-VI 

technique is compared against with the existing two methods namely Automatic Shot based Keyframe 

Extraction [1] and Histogram clustering technique [2] respectively. The performance of STFE-VI technique is 

measured in terms of clustering accuracy, clustering time, true positive rate of video retrieval and video retrieval 

time.  

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The performance of STFE-VI technique is compared against with exiting two methods namely Automatic Shot 

based Key frame Extraction [1] and Histogram clustering technique [2]. The performance of STFE-VI technique 

is evaluated along with the following metrics with the help of tables and graphs. 

3.1 Measurement of Clustering Accuracy 

In STFE-VI technique, clustering accuracy (CA) is measures the ratio of number of correctly clustered videos 

based on their visual contents of spatio temporal features to the total number of videos. The clustering accuracy 

is measured in terms of percentages (%) and mathematically represented as follows, 

 

*100                    (11) 

 

From the equation (11), the clustering accuracy of videos is measured. While the clustering accuracy of videos 

is higher, the method is said to be more efficient. 

The clustering accuracy result is obtained based on dissimilar number of videos taken in the range of 10-100 is 

presented in Table 1. The STFE-VI technique considers the framework with dissimilar number of videos for 

performing experimental works using Java Language. 
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Table1.  Tabulation for Clustering Accuracy 

Number of videos 

Clustering Accuracy (%) 

Automatic Shot based Key 

frame Extraction 

Histogram clustering 

technique 
STFE-VI technique 

10 65.02 73.26 84.56 

20 70.14 75.26 85.92 

30 72.05 75.98 87.39 

40 73.69 77.65 88.14 

50 75.18 78.67 88.98 

60 79.58 83.16 89.52 

70 86.12 89.21 90.14 

80 87.16 89.93 91.26 

90 87.97 90.13 92.06 

100 88.23 90.95 94.13 

 

The clustering accuracy result is obtained based on dissimilar number of videos taken in the range of 10-100 is 

presented in Table 1. The STFE-VI technique considers the framework with dissimilar number of videos for 

performing experimental works using Java Language. From the table value, it is expressive that the clustering 

accuracy using proposed STFE-VI technique is higher as compared to other existing methods [1], [2]. 

Figure 7 depicts the impact of clustering accuracy with respect to different number of videos using three 

methods. As exposed in figure, the proposed STFE-VI technique provides better clustering accuracy for 

efficient video retrieval as compared to existing Automatic Shot based Key frame Extraction [1] and Histogram 

clustering technique [2]. Besides, while increasing the number of videos, the clustering accuracy is also gets 

increased by using three methods. But, comparatively the clustering accuracy using STFE-VI technique is 

higher.           

 

Fig.7.Clustering Accuracy Vs Number of Videos 
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This is because of the application of spatio temporal feature extraction based visual content clustering algorithm 

that efficiently groups the videos in given data set with respect to their visual contents of spatio temporal 

features in video frames. This assists for improving the clustering accuracy in a significant manner. Therefore, 

STFE-VI technique improves the clustering accuracy by 15% when compared to Automatic Shot based 

Keyframe Extraction [1] and 9% when compared to Histogram clustering technique [2] respectively. 

3.1.1. Measurement of Clustering Time 

In STFE-VI technique, clustering time (CT) measures the amount of time taken for clustering the videos based 

on their visual features. The clustering time is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms) and mathematically 

represented as follows, 

                               (12) 

From the equation (12), clustering time is measured in which  denotes the number of videos taken. While the 

clustering time of videos is lower, the method is said to be more efficient. 

Table.2.Tabulation for Clustering Time 

Number of videos 

Clustering Time (ms) 

Automatic Shot based 

Keyframe Extraction 

Histogram clustering 

technique 
STFE-VI technique 

10 23.1 15.8 9.15 

20 39.6 27.6 11.8 

30 52.8 35.2 15.2 

40 66.1 41.5 19.7 

50 79.3 49.6 25.3 

60 92.7 55.3 28.9 

70 99.8 58.2 35.6 

80 101.5 67.1 39.5 

90 105.2 72.8 43.8 

100 112.8 78.6 48.1 
  

Table 2 demonstrates the result analysis of clustering time with respect to different number of videos taken in 

the range of 10-100 using three methods. From the table value, it is clear that the clustering time using proposed 

STFE-VI technique is lower as compared to other existing methods [1], [2].  

 

Fig.8. Clustering Time Vs Number of Videos 
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Figure 8 illustrates the impact of clustering time based on dissimilar number of videos using three methods. As 

exposed in figure, the proposed STFE-VI technique provides better clustering time for video retrieval as 

compared to existing Automatic Shot based Keyframe Extraction [1] and Histogram clustering technique [2]. In 

addition, while increasing the number of videos, the clustering time is also gets increased by using all three 

methods. But, comparatively the clustering time using STFE-VI technique is lower. This is owing to the 

application of spatio temporal feature extraction based visual content clustering algorithm in STFE-VI technique  

where it classifies the videos in given data set based on their visual contents of spatio temporal features in video 

frames with minimum time. This in turn supports for reducing the clustering time in an effective manner. Thus, 

STFE-VI technique reduces the clustering time by 65% when compared to Automatic Shot based Keyframe 

Extraction [1] and 46% when compared to Histogram clustering technique [2] respectively. 

3.2. Measurement of True Positive Rate of Video Retrieval  

In STFE-VI technique, true positive rate (TPR) of video retrieval is defined as the ratio of number of correctly 

retrieved videos based on user query to the total number of videos. The true positive rate of video retrieval is 

evaluated in terms of percentages (%) and expressed as, 

*100            (13) 

From the equation (13), true positive rate is measured. While the true positive rate of video retrieval is higher, 

the method is said to be more efficient. 

Table.3.Tabulation for True Positive Rate Of Video Retrieval 

Number of videos True Positive Rate of Video Retrieval (%) 

Automatic Shot based 

Keyframe Extraction 

Histogram clustering 

technique 

STFE-VI technique 

10 69.26 79.46 87.46 

20 71.69 82.65 88.15 

30 73.26 84.19 88.91 

40 76.91 85.67 90.52 

50 78.69 87.16 90.98 

60 80.66 89.05 91.25 

70 85.69 90.35 92.83 

80 88.16 90.98 93.46 

90 88.55 91.23 93.90 

100 89.37 92.85 94.62 

  

Table 3 portrays the true positive rate of video retrieval is obtained using three methods versus different number 

of videos taken in the range of 10-100. From the table value, it is expressive that the true positive rate of video 

retrieval using proposed STFE-VI technique is higher as compared to other existing methods [1], [2].  
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Fig.9. True Positive Rate of Video Retrieval Vs Number of Videos 

The true positive rate of video retrieval is obtained with respect to dissimilar of videos using three methods is 

shown in Figure 9. As illustrated in figure, the proposed STFE-VI technique provides better true positive rate of 

video retrieval when compared to existing Automatic Shot based Keyframe Extraction [1] and Histogram 

clustering technique [2]. Further, while increasing the number of videos, the true positive rate of video retrieval 

is also gets increased by using all three methods. But, comparatively the true positive rate of video retrieval 

using STFE-VI technique is higher. This is owing to the usage of VP-tree indexing in STFE-VI technique. B-

tree indexing efficiently stores the clustered video according to their extracted features of video contents. This 

helps for enhancing the true positive rate of video retrieval in an efficient manner. Therefore, STFE-VI 

technique improves the true positive rate of video retrieval by 14% when compared to Automatic Shot based 

Keyframe Extraction [1] and 5% when compared to Histogram clustering technique [2] respectively. 

 

 

 

3.3.Measurement of Video Retrieval Time 

In STFE-VI technique, video retrieval time (VRT) refers the amount of time taken for retrieving the videos 

based on user query. The video retrieval time is evaluated in terms of milliseconds (ms). While the video 

retrieval time is lower, the method is said to be more efficient. 

Table.4.Tabulation for Video Retrieval Time 

Size of video (MB) 

Video Retrieval Time (ms) 

Automatic Shot based 

Keyframe Extraction 

Histogram clustering 

technique 
STFE-VI technique 

113.6 16.2 12.5 7.1 

323.7 18.6 14.2 11.5 

349.5 22.9 17.8 13.8 

454.5 27.5 19.3 17.6 

635.2 34.6 21.5 20.3 

905.3 37.9 25.7 22.6 

936.2 41.3 27.6 23.7 

970.6 45.8 31.4 26.9 
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1000.1 49.6 35.9 29.2 

1040.7 55.3 42.8 31.5 

  

 

 

Table 4 shows the video retrieval time for proposed STFE-VI technique and existing methods [1], [2]. From the 

table value, it is clear that the video retrieval time using proposed STFE-VI technique is lower as compared to 

other existing methods [1], [2].  

 

Fig.10. Video Retrieval time Vs Number of Videos 

Figure 10 describes video retrieval time is obtained with respect to different number of video sizes using three 

methods. As revealed in figure, the proposed STFE-VI technique provides better video retrieval time as 

compared to existing Automatic Shot based Keyframe Extraction [1] and Histogram clustering technique [2]. 

Moreover, while increasing the number of videos, the video retrieval time is also gets increased by using all 

three methods. But, comparatively the video retrieval time using STFE-VI technique is lower. This is because of 

the application of VP-tree indexing in STFE-VI technique. With the assist of VP-tree indexing, STFE-VI 

technique retrieves similar videos based on user query with lower time. This in turn decreases the video retrieval 

time. Hence, STFE-VI technique reduces the video retrieval time by 42% when compared to Automatic Shot 

based Keyframe Extraction [1] and 19% when compared to Histogram clustering technique [2] respectively.

  

IV. RELATED WORKS 

An Efficient Genre-Specific Semantic Video Indexing was carried out in [11] to enhance the video retrieval 

performance and to identify visual-based genre-specific concepts in a more effective manner. But, video 

retrieval performance was poor. A novel and efficient method jointing audio features was developed in [12] for 

video retrieval query by example in which the visual features are employed to refine retrieval. 

A review of different techniques designed for content based video retrieval systems and their trends, challenges 

was analyzed in [13]. A novel algorithm was introduced in [14] for performing content-based video indexing 

and retrieval using key-frames texture, edge, and motion features. This algorithm improves average retrieval rate 

of videos. But, clustering accuracy and clustering time was remained unaddressed. 
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Video Retrieval performance was enhanced in [15] where the classification of Video Database was 

accomplished using multiple frames based on texture information. However, spatio temporal feature extraction 

was not considered. Content based video retrieval system was designed in [16] with help of entropy based shot 

detection method to perform video indexing and retrieval. But, video retrieval performance was not effectual.  

A Matrix Based Sequential Indexing Technique was presented in [17] for Video Mining which retrieves more 

number of relevant videos based on the user input query. But, retrieval time was more. A review of different 

techniques designed for video indexing was analyzed in [18]. An information extraction techniques was 

implemented in [19] for performing automatic semantic video indexing to improve the video retrieval 

performance. A tree based classifier was used in [20] to discover the genre of the query video and to mine the 

similar genre videos from the video database. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

An efficient Spatio Temporal Feature Extraction Based VP-Tree Indexing (STFE-VI) technique is developed in 

order to enhance the video retrieval performance with higher true positive rate. The key objective of STFE-VI 

technique is to attain higher video retrieval rate and video retrieval time. At first, STFE-VI technique extracts 

spatio temporal features from the collection of video frames in video data set. Next, visual content clustering is 

performed to cluster the video clips in data set based on extracted features of visual contents i.e. color, texture; 

shape and motion. Subsequently, STFE-VI technique used VP tree for storing the clustered video clips based on 

their features. At last, video retrieval process is performed that extracts more similarly videos based on user query 

which resulting in increased true positive rate of video retrieval. The effectiveness of STFE-VI technique is 

evaluated in terms of clustering time, clustering accuracy, true positive rate of video retrieval and video retrieval 

time and compared with two exiting methods. With the experiments carried outs for STFE-VI technique, it is 

observed that the true positive rate of video retrieval rate affords more precise results when compared to state-of-

the-art works. The experimental results show that STFE-VI technique provides better performance with an 

enhancement of true positive rate of video retrieval rate and reduced the video retrieval time as compared to state-

of-the-art works. 
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